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General description
This control module is intended for use with Solenoid control spray systems. It will manage one
or two spray solenoids or pumps that deliver liquid to a sump or holding tank where the liquid
flow is activated by a manual control switch or another remote system.
Normally, the two flow control inputs (Pr1, PR2) are extended to operate Spray/Pump Control
outputs. (Spray1, Spray2)
(typically these outputs are 24V/240V operated solenoid valves, or small 240V pump units)
The controller can monitor the level of the holding tank using a float switch or continuity probes.
Should the holding tank level reach a dangerously high liquid level, the controller will
force deactivation of the two output valves or pumps and signal an alarm condition.
An LCD display on the SM302 unit shows the present input/output status of the system
An Alarm Mute feature will extinguish the audible alarm for 6 hours
A manual Jog feature allows a brief forced operation of both Spray/Pump Control outputs.
An internal electronic Hourmeter counter tracks total hours of operation for each of two
spray solenoids or pumps. Where flow rates are known, this figure may be used to
calculate the total litres passing through a water system.
Summary
There are many situations where one or two spray solenoids or Pumps must be activated to
release liquid into a holding tank, where an extended operation can cause a tank overflow.
Whether a tank filling system is designed for Manual Operator control, or where an automatic
system issues unattended commands, the SM302 will provide the power switching to drive the
spray solenoids and AC pumps and provide a valuable safety net against overflow events.

The SM302 control module

The SM302 in its IP66 enclosure
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Controller hardware
The module is 155 x 115mm. It should be housed in an enclosure to keep it free of dust,
moisture and access by non-technical staff.
Each 240V output connection will support a Spray Solenoid or pump to1500 watts,7.5A.
All connections (except for the display socket) are via green unplugable screw terminal
blocks.
A large LED and Piezo beeper are present on the board to signal overflow alarm
conditions.
A relay controlled 24V, 200ma AC outlet is provided via a 2-way terminal block, to drive
one external spray solenoid. (larger 24V solenoid loads will require a separate 24V AC
transformer with a higher capacity.) This is protected by a 1.5A, M205 style fuse.
Each of the three control relays have an associated red ‘status’ led to indicate relay
activity. A single red LED labelled ‘Power’ indicates that mains is connected to the unit.
A four-way terminal block provides the termination point for control inputs and high level
probe relative to a common conductor. Probes may be simple conductive metal pins
placed within the tank enclosure, or commercial (normally open) float-type level switches.
(probe signals are intrinsically safe with less than 5V at less than 1ma of current)
A 3-way terminal block provides the termination point for two momentary-action push
button switches. One switch (JOG) will force a 20 second activation of both outputs. The
other switch trips a 6-hour Alarm Mute timer which will block the sound of the audible
alarm beeper for 6 hours during high-level and overflow conditions.
Two option links labelled LK1 and LK2 may be placed into either an A or B position to
select installation options. LK1 may be used to ‘Fast Forward’ several of the internal time
delays to allow installers to test a system without having to wait for long time periods.
LK2 may be used to force the controller into ‘Single Spray/Pump’ mode for situations
where only one solenoid valve pump is available for use.
An RJ12 (telephone) style socket is present for connection to an LCD display.via a flat 6wire cable.
A small, blue 10-position rotary selector switch is present to select one of several views
on the display for the operator to monitor the system status and to adjust washdown spray
delay times from 1 to 6 hours.
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DETAILS OF SYSTEM OPERATION
Option Link LK1
In the ‘A’ position, a standard 6-hour time delay applies to the Alarm Mute timer feature. In the
‘B’ position, this delay is reduced to only 15 seconds.
Option Link LK2
This option link is not in use at this time.
Level Probe Connections
These probes are intrinsically safe with less than 5V of DC being present at the terminals.
Maximum current that can flow through these probes is less than 1 milliamp.
The probe connections are labelled COM Pr1 Pr2 Pr3. The COM connection should be used as
a common connection to all level switches, or in the case of conductivity probe use, it should be
wired to an electrode at the very base of the tank. A fixed 2.5 second ‘settling’ time applies to
the operation and release of any probe detection event to prevent sporadic spray or pump
operation by splashed water.
The Pr1 input is Control Input 1 When this is switched to the COM terminal (closed
state), the output relay Spray1 will be activated.
The Pr2 input is Control Input 2 When this is switched to the COM terminal (closed
state), the output relay Spray2 will be activated.
The Pr3 probe would normally be situated just below the rim of the tank, about 95% of the
tank capacity. If this probe detects liquid, it will force both output relays Spray1 and
Spray 2 into the Off state, regardless of the status of the Pr1 and Pr2 inputs. During this
time a HIGH LEVEL ALARM will be signalled. The alarm will automatically cancel as
soon as the Pr3 probe returns to a ‘dry’ state. After an alarm event is completed, there is
an optional time delay invoked before the output Spray/Pump relays will again respond to
Pr1 and Pr2 inputs.
Motor Jog Button
While the Display Options switch is in postion 1 or 2, briefly pressing this button will force both
the Spray1 and Spray2 output relays to operate for 20 seconds.
Flood Alarm output
The Flood Alarm output relay (labelled Aux on the controller board) is active whenever the Pr3
probe input detects moisture via float switch or conductivity probe.
It serves to indicate to the operator that there is a danger of an overflow or flood condition
occurring. During a Flood Alarm event, the red ALARM LED will flash and the BEPER will
sound at one-second intervals.
Alarm Mute button
Pressing the Alarm Mute button will trip a 6-hour countdown timer. During this time the Beeper
will be deactivated. The intention of this is to allow for some ‘quiet’ where a system is near a
residential area and a flood event takes place at night.
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THE LCD DISPLAY
The display shows a lot of information about the controller status. This includes the present
state of input and output signals and active time delays.
The display is mildly backlit so that it may be read under low light level conditions
When the controller unit is powered up, the display will give an introductory message, which
includes details of the software release within the SM302 controller.
After this initial wakeup sequence, the information appearing on the display is determined by the
position of the OPTION switch on the pump controller board. This small, blue rotary switch may
be set by rotating a small flat-blade screwdriver into one of ten positions. Changing positions of
this switch does not affect the operation of the pump controller.
Display Option Level 0
This shows a brief message about the manufacturer of the controller hardware.
Display Option Level 1
This is a simple display format that only shows the
state of the two output relays.
Pressing the Jog button from Level 1 will activate both
outputs for 20 seconds

Display Option Level 2 (Normal position)
This level shows status details on the Spray Input
sensors, Spray output relays, High level Alarm
sensor and Alarm relay. When the right-hand section
of the screen shows the message “flow OK” then the
controller is free to operate the spray outputs when
their corresponding inputs are active.
Where either the Pr1 or PR2 inputs Close, the
corresponding S1 and S2 indicators will have an
adjacent ‘+’ sign to show activity. If there is no current
High Level alarm, the output relay will operate as
indicated by the ‘on’ message
Should a High Level Alarm event take place, the
‘Flow STOP’ message will appear, the Alarm relay
will activate and the Spray1 and Spray2 outputs will
be blocked from operation.

When the High Level Alarm event is finished, the
Alarm relay is released. The controller then checks
to see if the optional Output delay timer is enabled. If
so, then the screen will count seconds down to zero
before returning to the Flow OK state where output
relays will be permitted to operate again.
This delay is adjustable on Option Level 6 from 10 to 200 seconds, or may be disabled entirely.
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Display Option Level 3
The Alarm Mute timer is a 6-hour beeper
suppression timer that is activated whenever the
Alarm Mute button is pressed.
Display Level 3 is a viewing area to check on the
status of this timer.
Nomally at ’00:00:00’, it will show hours, minutes and seconds remain before the audible alarm
beeper will be enabled.

Display Option Level 4
This is a useful level for the installer. Instead of
showing the basic ‘+ and - ’ status for the three
inputs Pr1, Pr2, Pr3, it shows the raw analog value
that the probe is actually measuring in the water.
(Useful to see if there is an intermittent or unwanted
water leak path between probes)
The leftmost digits 123 signify the Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 input measurements.
The value of 255 indicates the probe is dry.
The value of 044 indicates a direct short or ‘closed’ level switch.
Clean water usually returns a value of about 070.
Any reading below 200 is considered to be a valid detection of water.
Display Option Level 5
This level shows how many hours, minutes and
seconds each of the two pumps has operated since
the system was first installed.
It is capable of counting up to 27,000 hours for each
of the two outputs. The values are stored in longterm memory and will be retained indefinitely in the
absence of power on the controller.
(Each counter may be seperately reset back to ‘zero’ by the application of a special command
sequence by an authorised service technician.)
Display Option Level 6
This level will allow the operator to view or change the delay time before the Spray Output relays
will be re-enabled after an alarm event. While on this display level, pressing the Alarm Mute
button will allow the delay time to step between 10 and 200 seconds in 10-second steps, or
select <DISABLED> to force the system to disable the delay feature entirely. The controller will
remember the selected delay number in its special non-volatile memory, even after mains power
has been removed.
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Display Option Level 8
While the switch is in Position 8 a quick functional
test of the controller can be implemented by the
installer.
Briefly operating the Alarm Mute button in this level
will trigger a single test cycle which will operate
Spray 1 for 1 second, Spray 2 for 1 second, Spray
Solenoid for 1 second, High-Level Alarm led for 1 second and Piezo Beeper for 1 second.

Jog S1, S2 button
For maintenance purposes it is useful to be able to
activate the outputs for a fixed time period. While
the display Options Switch is in the Level1 or
Level2 areas and there is no active High Level
Alarm, pressing the Jog button will force the
controller to ignore the Pr1, Pr2 inputs and force
both the Spray1 and Spray2 output relays on for the fixed time of 20 seconds. The display will
show the message JOG CYCLE and count down in seconds to zero where normal operation will
resume.

Specifications
Dimensions

125mm(H) 165mm (W) 75mm (D)

AC Supply

240V

Standby current

100ma

PR1,2,3 voltages

4.5V @ 1ma (intrinsically safe switched inputs)

24VAC Aux Power

100ma max

S1, S2 output current

7Amps max.

Alarm relay current

7Amps max.

Jog time delay

20 seconds

Alarm Mute time

6 Hours

Output Inhibit Delay

0-200 seconds (after a High Level alarm event is complete)

(suitable for one AC solenoid only)
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Appendix 1 – Electrical connections
Depending upon the application, the SM302 can be configured to switch 24V or 240VAC loads.
Note that while there is an auxiliary 24VAC power source present on the SM302, the current
available is limited to 100ma continuous. This is sufficient where only one 24V solenoid is used,
or where two solenoids are connected so that they would only ever operate one-at-a-time.
If simultaneous AC solenoids are used, it is recommended to add a separate 240V-to-24V AC
transformer to power these circuits.
Wiring for 2 x 24V
Spray Solenoids
SM301
DUAL SPRAY
CONTROLLER
Alarm
Output

Aux

S2

24V

24V

7A Max

Com

7A Max.

Aux

Earth

24VAC
(100ma max)

24VAC

S1

External
(low voltage)
Switch Circuits

7A Max

Com
Earth

Input 2

Pr3 (High Level sensor)

Input 1

Pr2 (Input S2)

Level Sensor

24V power
source

Active

Pr1 (Input S1)

240VAC
SUPPLY

Neutral

Com

Earth

Wiring for 2 x 240V
Spray Pumps
SM301
DUAL SPRAY
CONTROLLER
Alarm
Output

Aux

S2
7A Max

Pump 2

Pump 1

Com

7A Max.

Aux

Earth

24VAC
(100ma max)

24VAC

S1

External
(low voltage)
Switch Circuits

7A Max

Com
Earth

Input 2

Pr3 (High Level sensor)

Input 1

Pr2 (Input S2)

Level Sensor

Active

Pr1 (Input S1)

Neutral

Com

Earth
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240VAC
SUPPLY

Appendix 2 – Resetting the SM302 Hour Meter
This is a special sequence that will allow service personnel to erase the present hour meter
values back to 00000:00:00. Normally it is not desirable for the customer to have access to this
feature so that a true reading of pump longevity can be measured.
It is intended to be used whenever a new pump is installed on a system.

Step 1 Set the LK1 option link into Position ‘B’
Step 2 Set the Display Option switch to Position 9
Step 3 To reset the Spray 1 hour meter to zero press the Jog button.
or
Step 3 To reset the Spray 2 hour meter to zero press the Alarm Mute button.
Step 4 Set the Display Option switch to ‘5’ to confirm the hour meter has been reset
Step 5 Set the LK1 option link into Position ‘A’
Step 6 Set the Display Option switch back to a normal viewing position

As the corresponding meter is cleared to zero and saved to permanent memory, a brief doublebeep confirmation will be heard from the LCD display

_________________________________
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